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The Art and Craft of Problem SolvingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	The newly revised Second Edtion of this distinctive text uniquely blends interesting problems with strategies, tools, and techniques to develop mathematical skill and intuition necessary for problem solving. Readers are encouraged to do math rather than just study it. The author draws upon his experience as a coach for the International...
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Algebra II For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2006
Besides being an important area of math for everyday use, algebra is a passport to studying subjects like calculus, trigonometry, number theory, and geometry, just to name a few. To understand algebra is to possess the power to grow your skills and knowledge so you can ace your courses and possibly pursue further study in math.
   Algebra...
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Great Feuds in Mathematics: Ten of the Liveliest Disputes EverJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Mathematical disputes offer indisputable proof that great mathematical minds are calculating in more ways than one. Fueled by greed, jealousy, ambition, and ego, they have plots worthy of a soap opera, pitting brother against brother, father against son, and student against mentor. 

In the sixteenth century, Cardano and Tartaglia battled...
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Geometric Problems on Maxima and MinimaBirkhauser, 2005
Questions of maxima and minima have great practical significance, with applications to physics, engineering, and economics; they have also given rise to theoretical advances, notably in calculus and optimization. Indeed, while most texts view the study of extrema within the context of calculus, this carefully constructed problem book takes a...
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On the Shoulders of Giants: A Course in Single Variable CalculusUniversity of New South Wales, 2002

	This book presents an innovative treatment of single variable calculus designed as an introductory mathematics textbook for engineering and science students. The subject material is developed by modelling physical problems, some of which would normally be encountered by students as experiments in a first year physics course. The solutions of...
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Applied Mathematics for Physical Chemistry (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1997
Unique in its approach, content, and  perspective, this book helps readers bridge the application gap between  mathematics and chemistry and to acquire a fuller set of mathematical tools  necessary for such applications.  Using an abundance of  fully-worked examples, it shows step-by-step how to directly apply mathematics  to physical chemistry...
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Introduction to the Mathematics of Medical Imaging, Second EditionSIAM, 2007
At the heart of every medical imaging technology is a sophisticated mathematical model of the measurement process and an algorithm to reconstruct an image from the measured data. This book provides a firm foundation in the mathematical tools used to model the measurements and derive the reconstruction algorithms used in most imaging modalities in...
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Introduction to MATLAB with Numerical PreliminariesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	MATLAB is an abbreviation for MATrix LABoratory and it is ideally suited for
	computations involving matrices. Since all of the sciences routinely collect data in
	the form of (spreadsheet) matrices, MATLAB turns out to be particularly suitable
	for the analysis of mathematical problems in an assortment of fields. MATLAB is
	very easy to...
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LINQ Unleashed: for C#Sams Publishing, 2008
By the time you are holding this book in your hands, I will have 30 years in since the first time I wrote some code. That code was ROM-BASIC on a TRS-80 in Washington grammar school in Owosso, Michigan, and I was in the fifth grade. Making the "tank" slide back and forth shooting blips across the screen was neat. Changing the code to...
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Planets and Planetary SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Planetary Science is an exciting, fast-moving, interdisciplinary field with courses taught in a wide range of departments, including astronomy, physics, chemistry, earth sciences and biology. Planets and Planetary Systems is a well-written, concise introductory textbook on the science of planets within our own and other solar systems.
...
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Calculus of VariationsDover Publications, 1974

	Book basically divided into two parts. Chapters 1-4 include background material, basic theorems and isoperimetric problems. Chapters 5-12 are devoted to applications, geometrical optics, particle dynamics, the theory of elasticity, electrostatics, quantum mechanics and other topics. Exercises in each chapter. 1952 edition.


	There...
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Introduction to Differential Calculus: Systematic Studies with Engineering Applications for BeginnersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Enables readers to apply the fundamentals of differential calculus to solve real-life problems in engineering and the physical sciences


	Introduction to Differential Calculus fully engages readers by presenting the fundamental theories and methods of differential calculus and then showcasing how the discussed concepts can be...
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